European Counter Terrorism Centre

Direct and immediate on-the-spot support
- Emergency Response Team (EMRT)
- Live investigation support
- Incident response and coordination

Operational support, coordination and expertise
- Scenario & threat assessment

Information hub for counter terrorism
- Utilising Liaison Bureaux network at Europol
- Counter terrorism expertise
  - Senior counter terrorism investigators and analysts
    with language expertise relevant for counter terrorism

Strategic support capability
- Operational support, coordination and expertise

Utilising established counter terrorism networks and services at EU level
- Europol National Contact Points for counter terrorism
- Working Group Dumas
- EU Bomb Data System (EBDS)
- European Explosive Ordnance Disposal Network (EEODN)
- First Response Network (FRN)

Robust security and confidentiality framework

24/7 capabilities
ECTC Case Study: Paris - 13 November 2015

130
Killed

368
Wounded

7
Attackers

6
Locations

In response, Europol founded Taskforce Fraternité

up to 60 dedicated support officers

Establishing a full timeline analysis of the attacks
Analysing investigative details
Compiling full financial intelligence
Determining and analysing relevant online communication
Identifying intelligence gaps and counter-terrorism policy implications
ECTC Taskforce Fraternité

- Significant quantity of data received from French and Belgian authorities

- 75 reports
  - 47 Cross-match & analysis
  - 11 Financial
  - 17 Social Media

- 1,217 SIENA messages exchanged

- 27 requests under the EU-US PNR (Passenger Name Record) Agreement
  - 1 hit

- 1,604 leads on suspicious financial transactions

- 28 requests in relation to TFTP

Resulting in 799 intelligence leads